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Winter Quarter
Two Spanish SIX T E E N M ATCH ES
A d v a n c e R e g is tr a tio n
Exams Will Be
One-Acts A re
Continues From Today
March 16 to 19
WILL BE ON M CLUB
S la ted N e x t
to Wednesday, March 11
All Tests Will Be Given in Men’i
Gymnasium in Next Two
Weeks.
Masquers and Spanish Club Will

Students Have Only Today to Receive Registration Forms and Turn in
Final examinations for the winter
Their Handbooks; One Week Is Given to Complete Remaining
quarter will be given between Mon
Procedure of Advance Registration Work.
day, March 16 and Thursday, March
19. The schedule follows:

Today is the last day for students to present their handbooks at the
registrar’ s office as the first step in advance registration for the spring
quarter. The period for consultation with advisers and filling out o f
forms and filing completed registration cards, the last step in register
ing, will be from Wednesday, March 4, to Wednesday, March 11, in
E chanced to overhear a Yemark
clusive.

W

by a student the other day

which set us to thinking as to the ac
tual number of students who felt in
the same manner. The unsuspecting
one was vociferously arguing that ev
ery quarter about this time he began
to look back over the weeks that had
passed and attempted to measure the
actual amount of educational value
that he had received. Apparently it
was of low quality as he seemed mired
in a pathetic hopelessness.

E

VERYONE realizes that what he
can obtain in one quarter in any

course, or for that matter in all of the
courses, is such an infinitesimal speck
of the entire cultural or educational
scale, that it would make the most
energetic very despondent. At the
same time with the shadow of term
papers and final examinations falling
across our pathways, such a disposi
tion of discouragement is not of the
best

P

ROBABLY the easiest way of for
getting all the water that has run

over the dam while you sat by, idly
watching, is to make a comparison of
your personal progress since your en
trance into a higher educational in
stitution. All of this cannot be
measured in a scholastic way but must
include cultural, social and personal
advancement You may feel that you
have profited little, but at the same
time it is your personality and char
acter which unconsciously has re
ceived the bulk of your attention.

A

ND

so

m uch fo r today’s sermon.

But here’s a poem which well

illustrates the point:
“ Sometimes it seems
That ambition
Is a beanstalk
And that men
Are but small jacks
Who struggle up
Tearing quick hands
In avid haste
To reach the top
Only to find
Awaiting us
A Giant . . . . named
Disillusion.”
Osymandias, The Yale Daily News.

I

T is a small poem but carries in it
the power which produces or de

stroys that which supposedly is es
sential to success. And so it goes
with the beanstalk of our own. We
appear to be moving on a treadmill,
accomplishing nothing. A Minnesota
paper has made the statement that in
spite of the strident deridings by fa
cetious periodicals, the college student
o f our times studies more, worries
less, and accomplishes more tfoan the
college student of a decade or so ago.
If he wishes after a life of indolence
and ease within the confines of his
college, he does so with the knowledge
that he is summoning his own doom.
ELL, it shouldn’t worry any of

W

us since it’s our own problem.

The simplest way is to regard it in its
relative light of independence. Speak
ing of relatives, we have waited for
years to become the tenth person in
the world to understand Einstein's
theory of relativity and now we find
that he has given a simple one to
everybody. The noted scientist has
said, “ When you sit with a nice girl
for two hours, you think it is only a
minute, but when you sit on. a hot
stove for a minute, you think it is two
hours. That’s relativity.”
MATH CLUB MEETS.
There was a meeting held by the
Mathematics club last Wednesday
evening at 7:30 in Craig hall at which
time Mack Monaco, senior in the De
partment of Education, presented a
paper, “ The Quadratic Functions of
Two Variables."
The club also held a preliminary
discussion for a social gathering of
the .club before the end of the quar
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bovingdon
were guests of Alpha Tau Omega at
dinner Sunday.

Prerequisite Discontinue.
Beginning this quarter the regis one dollar per day for each day o f de
trar's office, for the time being will lay to a maximum of five dollars will
discontinue the practice of checking be charged students who fail to pay
course prerequisites. For the present fees on the days specified.
Students in attendance during the
the following method of checking will
be used: Instrurtors will be responsi winter quarter who fail to complete
registration
during the next week will
ble for checking and waiving course
prerequisites. Each instructor will be be charged a late registration fee of
asked during the first two weeks to two dollars. An additional fee of one
ascertain whether each student regis dollar will be charged students com
tered in his course has met the pre pleting registration on March 25, two
requisites for the course. If necessary dollars on March 26 and three dollars
the instructor may require presenta on March 27. A late registration fee
tion by the student of his handbook, will be charged students not in at
which has a complete record of the tendance the winter quarter who reg
courses in which the student has re ister on or after March 25. The rate is
ceived •credit. The registrar’s office one dollar per day with the maximum
will have a means of checking wheth set as five dollars.
Petitions.
er or not students have the prerequi
sites for the courses which they are
Petitions for credits above the nor
taking.
mal number of credits must be signed
There are exceptions to this rule, by the adviser; the chairman of adhowever. An instructor may not al visers will not approve such petitions
low an upperclass student to remain >until winter quarter grades have been
in a course which is specifically recorded in the office.
marked “open only to freshmen” or
Permission to defer prescribed
“open only to freshmen and sopho courses will be granted only upon
mores.” English 25a, open only to presentation of petitions signed by
freshmen, and physics 11, open only the adviser and chairman of advisers.
to freshmen and sophomores, are ex
Assignment of absences will be
amples of such courses. Instructors made from the first day of the quar
are also warned against allowing a ter until the date of completion of
student to duplicate courses for which registration to thsoe stydetns in at
he has credit. Such duplicated credit tendance the autumn quarter who fall
is inevitably lost by the student.
to complete registration on or before
The registrar’s office, however, will March 24.
continue the checking of the total
(Cancellation of registrations will
number of hours.
be made for all students who fail to
pay fees or make arrangements in
General Instructions.
regard to them prior to April 4. If
1. Do all writing with ink.
2. If you cannot write legibly, print you register and then find it impos
the information requested on Cou sible to attend the State University
during the spring quarter, notification
pons II, III and IV.
3. Do not detach perforated sec should be made- to the registrar as
tions, except Coupon I, of the registra soon as possible, not later than
March 24.
tion certificates.
Registration Procedure.
1. Present your handbook and se:ure registration forms at the regstrar’s office (window No. 1).
2. Consult your adviser in his ofice, and secure his approval on Cou
pon III.
3. Take your cards to the regisar’s office (window No. 3) or to the
departmental sectionizer if you are
registering for subjects for which sectionizing is requirqd (see bulletin
board in Main hall for list of subjects
and sectionizers).
Take all forms, including class
cards for each subject, to the regis
trar’s office (window No. 1).
Fees.
Registration fees must be paid dur
ing the period from March 24 to noon
on March 28 by students who register
in advance. Fees for late students
who register late must be paid before
registration is completed. A fee of

New Set of Group
Pictures Will Be
In Little Theater

Group Hears
Lecture by
Fort Artist
Major A. J. Treichler Describes
City as Sketching Ground.
Missoula was described as an artist’s sketching ground Wednesday at
3 o’clock in Main hall by Major A. J.
Treichler of Fort Missoula who is
becoming well known as an artist.
Missoula and the surrounding ter
ritory, according to Major Treichler,
has unlimited possibilities in the beau
tiful mountain and lake scenes. Some
of those possibilities cited by Major
Treichler a r e :
Hellgate canyon,
Mount Lolo, Miller creek views, Blackfoot, Bitter Root, Salmon lake, Bon
ner and Orchard Homes districts.
Painting Procedure.

Monday—8:00 to 10:00, military
science; 10:10 to 12:10, all 11
o’clocks; 1:10 to 3:10, all 2 o ’clocks;
3:20 to 5:20, all psychology.
Tuesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 10
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, biology lib ,
botany lla b ; 1:10 to 3:10, all 1:00
o’clocks; 3:20 to 5^20, all Spanish.
Wednesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 8
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, P. and E.
P., economics 14ab; 1:10 to 3:10, all
French; 3:20 to 5:20, all 3 o’clocks.
Classes having one-hour exams are
as follows:
Monday—11:10 to 12:10, physical
education 143b (women); 2:10 to 3:10,
history 102, music 55a and physical
education 143b (men).
Tuesday—9:00 to 10:00, fine arts
17a, journalism 45b and library eco
nomics 57; 2:10 to 3:10, fine arts
F13b, fine arts 28. Thursday—9:00 to 10:00, botany
161b; 4:20 to 5:20, English 189b,
physics 123.

Frosh Win
D ebate On
Free Trade
State University and State College
Freshmen Argue Tariff Ques
tion Last Night.
Freshmen debaters for the State
University won over the Montana
State college freshmen by a two to
one decision in the Little Theater last
night Jake Mola, Livingston, and Rob
ert Wickware, Valier, defended the
affirmative side of the question, Re
solved: That the-nations of the world
should adopt a policy of free trade.
Sam Eagle and Allen Swartz rep
resented the negative side of the
question for the -State college. Pro
fessor E. L. Freeman was chairman
of the debate. Judges were Reverend
D. W. Nutting, Charles D. Haynes,
acting superintendent of Missoula
Public schols and Professor Walter L.
Pope of the School of Law.
Mola was the first speaker for the
affirmative, and Swartz for the nega
tive. Wickware and Eagle continued
the arguments for the affirmative and
negative respectively. Swartz opened
the rebuttal and Wickware followed
with the affirmative counter-argu
ments. Eagle followed, and Mola con
cluded the debate.
Students of the economic theory
class attended the debate to criticize
it from the economic point of view.
These students took an active part in
the open forum which followed the
debate. Professor Freeman, as chair
man, opened the way for questions
from the audience.
The debaters were asked to name
prominent statesmen favoring free
trade. One question asked w a s
whether high prices and high wages
brought a higher standard of living.
A speaker who professed to favor
keeping capital at home was asked
what portion of the gold reserve was
in the United States. He answered that
the amount of gold reserve was not
a measure* of wealth, an argument
which caused considerable discussion
and brought up such a question as
what is regarded as capital. When the
discussions became too lengthy Chair
man Freeman called the forum to a
close and announced the judges’ de
cision for the affirmative.

Hold Joint Meeting on
March 12.

Annual Exhibition Opening Tomorrow Night at 8 o’ clock Includes
Boxing, Wrestling, Fencing and Broadsword Exhibition;
Postponed until Thursday, March
Co-ed Section Is Reserved.
12, the two plays by Martinez Sierra,
will be given next week, one in Span
ish by the members of the Spanish
club under the direction of the teach
ing staff and the other presented by
Masquers.
“Rosina es Fragil,” a short one-act
comedy, will be presented in Spanish
while “ Closed Doors” will be given in
English. The name “ Closed Doors”
was given in place of the name which
Sierra gave the play, “ Cada Uno y Su
Vida” as that is almost untranslatable
into English so that it would make
a good title. Miss Eminger gave it this
name because of the frequent refer
ence to the old Spanish maxim,
“ Closed doors should be respected.”
The cast for “Rosina es Fragil,” will
be Rosina, Jeanette McGrade; An
tonio, Oliver Silfast; Marta, Alice Tay
lor; Don Luis, Cliff Walker; Enrique,
Stewart Kirton; Serafinito, T o m
White, and Teresita, Lucile Thomas.
The play is woven around the trials
and troubles of a young *girl who can
not make up her mind between two
suiters. Teresita, her rival, adds to
the confusion.
|
While the play will be spoken in
Spanish the pantomime will be broad
[enough so that those who do not un!derstand advanced Spanish should
have no difficulty in understanding
-the production.
“ Closed Doors,” the English version
of “ Cada Uno y Su Vida,’ also by Martinez-Sierra will be produced by the
Masquers under the direction of Ger
trude Hawks of Great Falls. The play
has been translated by Elsie Emin
ger.
The cast is: Dr. Juan de Olmeda,
Taylor Gardner, Missoula; Carolina,
Senora de Olmeda, Julia Metcalf,
Stevensville; Irene, their daughter,
Helen D’Orazi, Missoula; Lucy, the
doctor’s assistant, Rhea Traver, Big
Timber; Charles, the doctor’s son,
Jack O’Brien, Butte; Gabriel, a ser
vant, to be selected; Maid, to be se
lected.

W om en Debate
State N orm al
Team Tonight
Phyllis Mills and Helen Huxley Meet
Ruth Jones, Evelyn Adams
From Dillon.
Tonight the State University will
meet a formidable debate team, ac
cording to Darrell Parker, debate
coach. Representing the underclass
women of the State University are
Phyllis Mills, Whitehall, and Helen
Huxley, Livingston. These debaters
will argue the affirmative side of the
question, Resolved: That the nations
of the world should adopt a policy
of free trade. This will be a decision,
cross-examination contest, and will
be held in the Little Theater at 8
o’clock.
Representing the Montana State
Normal school are Ruth Jones and
Evelyn Adams, who arrived this after
noon with their coach, Professor Al
bright of the State Normal school.
Professor Matheus Kast will be
chairman of the debate. Judges are
G. A. Ketcham, principal of Missoula
county high school; Professor W. E.
Maddock, and Reverend John R. Hahn.

The procedure of painting a nature
scene was described. Equipment nec
Sentinel Schedule Includes Glee Clubs, essary includes the various easels,
colors, canvases and all the neces
Bear Paws, Debate, Inter
sary things which an artist needs to
scholastic.
paint a picture.
Major Treichler emphasized the
Sentinel pictures will be taken in
the, Little Theater Wednesday night necessity for the correct mental atti
starting at 7 o’clock sharp. In tude of the student artist in painting
order that the schedule be run off a nature picture. He must be in tune
quickly everyone is urged to be on with nature. Desired effects in na
ture scenes were given—nature pic
time for the pictures.
Book Includes Announcements of
tures should be painted with the idea
Little Theater Wednesday Night.
Changes In Arrangements for
7 :0 0 ..... .Interscholastic Committee of getting the effect of the whole.
Annual Meet.
7:10..
........ ...............Bear Paw Superfluous details should be elim Small Variation in Temperature Ik
7:20The bulletin giving all advance in
............Men’s Glee Club inated.
Attributed Cause.
Seeing Varies.
formation on the Twenty-Eighth An
7:30..................... Women’s Glee Club
7:4(L......................All Debate Squads
Telling about the necessity for, and
Coal consumption at the University nual Interscholastic meet, went to
Bear Paws are asked to wear their naturalness, of nature paintings, Ma heating plant plunged to a new low press yesterday.
It includes all of the new changes
sweaters. If everyone will be on time jor Treichler said that the finished level last month when 391 tons were
for his picture there will be no trouble picture depends upon how the artist burned. In spite of an average temper made by the Faculty committee con
in making the M club tournament sees the scene. He said he had seen ature of 29 degrees. This is a record cerning the meet, changes that have
The pictures will be taken in the Mount Lolo painted at least a hun for the least amount of coal ever been made in high school rules and
Little Theater.
dred times and had- never seen it burned on the campus for any month new instructions about debate and
painted twice alike.
of February. Last February with the dramatics. It also contains records of
Mayhew H. Davis, a former stud
Major Treichler has spent his five thermometer averaging 10 degrees former outstanding athletes, t h e
ent of the School of Forestry, who years here in Missoula studying the warmer five more tons of coal wer names o f the winners of last year’s
withdrew from the University in 1923 territory from an artist’s viewpoint, converted into heat.
events and a list of marks that have
and who for some time has been em looking for scenic spots. He has done
The reasons fdV the small amount of to be reached by the contestants be
ployed as Fire Dispatcher in the An a great deal of sketching of Montana coal burned was attributed by T. G. fore they will be allowed to partici
geles National forest, has been ap scenes. One hundred of his pictures Swearingen, maintenance engineer, to pate in the meet.
pointed assistant supervisor of the will be placed on exhibit in the art the small varianon of temperature
A. S. Merrill, professor of mathe
Cleveland National forest, according j gallery soon, according to Professor throughout the month, considerable matics, and J. W. Howard, professor
to newspaper dispatches in California C. H. Reidell, chairman of the De sunshine and to the fact that there of chemistry, are in charge of the
papers.
Ipartment of Fine Arts.
bulletin.
was but one-half a day of wind.

University Coal Use
Drops to Low Level

TOURNAMENT CARD

Interscholastic
Track Bulletin
Goes to Press

M club men will present the result o f a month’ s hard work in ar
ranging a first class athletic card for the entertainment o f campus
and town fans tomorrow night. The tournament this year is made
up of.eight boxing bouts, seven, wrestling matches, exhibitions with
foils, sabers and broadswords, and the presentation o f celebrities to
the crowd. Judges have been picked, the University’s favorite referee
is on his way and the fussers have made their dates.
One whole section has been set^~
--------------------------------------aside for the co-eds in anticipation been working out with men of all
of a record crowd of the fair ones. sizes and styles, from Billy Veeder
Bleacher seats are being moved up to Eddie Krause. No one is picking
directly behind the ring side rows, so the winner of this match.
Francis Malone, tough, clever, hard
that the lowest priced seats will be
hitting Irish featherweight, who likes
within a few feet of the ring.
the feel of the leather, will, furnish
Wednesday’s Program.
the opposition for Freddie Veeder in
First gong at 8:15 o’clock.
his third fliifg at the ring game.
Bantamweight boxing, Billy VeeVeeder has been working with brother
veY vs. Prendergast.
Billy
to regain the timing of his
Lightweight wrestling, Hay vs.
punches and is out to make his final
Sheridan.
appearance
a real one.
Welterweight boxing, Jack Toole,
Goodspeed vs. Leslie.
vs. Clarence Watson.
Chuck Goodspeed has been passing
Fencing, R. Maxey vs. Howard
the M on Mount Sentinel in high every
Nelson.
day for more than a week as he lim
Wrestling, Forbes vs. Benson,
bered up for his junior welter clash
welterweights.
with Bob Leslie. If road work means
Wrestling, Ted Cooney vs. Bob
anything in conditioning a fighter,
Bell, middleweights.
then
Leslie is in for a busy evening.
Junior welterweight boxing, Bob
Bob’s appearance in the prelims has
Leslie vs. Chuck Goodspeed.
gained
him a host of followers who
Featherweight boxing, Francis
can see nothing but victory for him.
Malone vs. Fred Veeder.
Toole-Watson.
Sabers, Bill Brown vs. Howard
Clarence Watson, starting his work
Nelson.
outs for a season of long distances on
Wrestling, Bjorneby vs. Morris,
the track, has completed his work
special.
outs for a season of short punches
. Lightweight boxing, Scott Strat
in the ring. Jack Toole will be in
ton vs. Chris Nielsen.
there receiving some of those punches,
Broadswords exhibition, Bob Da
but his own hands will be doing lots
vis vs. Wallace Hannah.
in the way of retaliation. These boys
Wrestling, Norman Mikalson vs.
are welterweights, campaigning for
Jake Mola, Ughtheavies.
Cale Crowley’s vacated title.
Middleweight boxing, Cale Crow
The curtain raiser will give campus
ley vs. Segundo Mario.
fans their second view of Billy
Light heavyweight boxing, Bob
Veeder in his bantamweight crown,
Davis vs. Sherman Miller.
and to townspeople who have watched
Heavyweight wrestling, A u g i e
him on the amateur cards at Loyola
Vidro vs. Lowell Dailey.
he needs no introduction.
Heavyweight boxing, Emil Perey
Wrestler’ s Card.
vs. John McKay.
The wrestlers carried on their elim
Of the above boxers Billy Veeder,
Bob Davis and John McKay are de inations with much less ballyhoo and
noisemaking than did the boxers, but
fending their titles.
Judges will be John Basini, Major will present some boys well versed in
Gonser and possibly Orin Dishman. the art of twisting necks. Lowell
Awards will be made immediately Dailey smacks his opponents on the
after the close of the program. In mat as hard as he does on the grid
case of draws both men will receive iron, but will find another footballer
who also hits them hard. August Vid
medals.
ro and Dailey are out to show that
McKay vs. Percy.
Emil Perey, joint captain of the Jumping Joe Savoldi is not the only
Grizly track team, has been knocking one to make a successful move from
over two birds with one punch in the gridiron to the mat. The other
the past two weeks, getting in shape wrestlers, in smaller weights, do not
for his fight with John McKay and attract much attention on most cards,
beginning his training for a record but the desire to win on the M club pro
season on the cinders and the field. gram causes them to put on great ex
McKay and Perey will top tomorrow hibitions each year here.
Little Howard Nelson will make
night’s card, and from the advance
dope given out by spectators at the two appearances with the big knives,
workouts of the other competitors, this facing Rags Maxey with the foils and
match will have to be of big league Bill Brown with the sabers. Bob Davis
and Wallace Hannah will attempt to
caliber to deserve its high rating.
behead each other with the broad
Davis ,vs. Miller.
swords.
The Ughtheavies, Champ Bob Davis
and Challenger Sherman Miller, are
out to steal the show and have a
good chance to do it, some of their
supporters think. Davis has not been
forced to step very fast to retain his
title in his past two appearances, but
Miller Is very much a fighter and has
numerous backers. The #no-gambling
law is in serious danger of being ig
nored, as a result of the arguments of
some of the fans.
Crowley vs. Mario.
Cool, calculating, hard punching
Cagle Crowley will meet the wild
man of the track team, Segqndo
Mario, in the middleweight division.
Crowley topped the list of welter
weights last year, and with added
poundage this season is picked by
many to duplicate the feat in the
heavier class. Mario provides plenty
of action in the ring, with his gloves
coming from the roof, the floor and
the four walls. Mario fought a fierce
three-round draw with Stephens in
the preliminaries, then battled him
again, losing a close three session
affair the second time. His punches
loosened the cartilage of Stephens’
nose, forcing his withdrawal from the
finals. Mario has been working out
regularly and will go hard from the
first bell.
Lightweight.
Two freshmen, Chris Nielsen and
Scotty Stratton, clever, courageous
and well-conditioned, stack up about
evenly in the lightweight class. Niel
sen has the edge in experience, two
appearances down town having given
him rope knowledge. Stratton has

Selection of Acts
For Varsity Vodvil
To Be Made Today
Tryouts Will Be Held in Little Theater
Next Saturday to Determine
Program.
Claiming most of the attention of
Central Board at its meeting at 5
o’clock this afternoon, will be the
selection of the order in which groups
will appear in the preliminary tryouts
of Varsity Vodvil next Saturday morn
ing at the Little Theater.
At this time, fifteen of the fra
ternities and sororities on the campus
will present their acts. Judges will
chose seven of the best acts which
wil be presented to two houses at the
Wilma, the night of April 18.
“Results of today’s drawings will
be published in Friday’s Kaimin,"
George Hillman, manager, said this
morning. “ It is urged that every group
will take special notice of the time
it Is scheduled to appear, and be sure
and be on time. If this is done, there
will be no difficulty in running off
the schedule, and we will be finished
by noon.”
Hans Hansen, ’21, a merchant of
Worden, Montana, was a visitor on
the campus yesterday. He is on his
way to Spokane on a business trip.
Mr. Hansen expects to stay about a
week.
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formal dinner at their home on Evans I Sigma Kappa house were Lucile Rohravenue last Thursday night Red tap-1er, Rita Walker, Dickie Clack, Mr.
era and tulips graced the tables at and Mrs. Milt Ritter, and Darrell
which the guests were seated. Bridge Parker.
followed the dinner hour. Dr. and
Sophia Novak was a dinner guest
Mrs. W. E. Schreiber, Dr. and Mrs. Friday evening at the Alpha XI Delta
A. S. Merrill, Major and Mrs. Evans house.
Kelley, Professor and Mrs. W. E. MadGeraldine Wilson was a Sunday din
Idock, Mr. and Mrs. L. R. McKenzie,
ner guest at’the Alpha Xi Delta house.
Captain and Mrs. Fred Rogers, Miss
Peggy O’Neil, Virginia Rigney, Jo
Anne Platt and Mr. Darrell Parker
Bro^n were dinner guests at the
Were the invited guests.
Alpha Chi Omega house Sunday.
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'The Early Bird

R

into the word “ bevy” because it is
always accompanied by beauties.
Dear Uncle Hud,
I have no grades* no fun and no
money half the time. What’ll I do?
REGUSTED.

Darling Regusted,
Come around sometime during the
other half and I’ll help you with the
fun and money. Consult some prof
tion fee.
When advance registration begins, the full force o f the fact that about the grades.
Lovingly,
the end o f the quarter is only two weeks away, and the amount o f
HUD..

work left to do, strikes a lot o f students. But for the seniors gradu
ating this spring, there is even greater significance in this week o f
Many* many are the vicissitudes of a
advance registration— it is their last as undergraduate students. Some columnist. He sits for an hour trying
o f them are glad, but some are sorry that soon the old routine will be to get an inspiration only to find that
over.
With the realization that this is the last registration for seniors comes
the one that final exams follow soon after— the last final examinations
.for a majority o f the graduating seniors. Those whose schools and
departments require finals still have therft to look forward to. But un
like the sorrow expressed for the last registration, everyone is glad
that there will be no more finals after this quarter— for seniors.
Advance registration and final exams seem to go together. The
.first can be done as the early bird would do it, but the other follows
the schedule— good luck in both.— M. W.

What Is Yours?

S

UPERSTITIONS are admitted by most intelligent p.eople to have
gone out with the feudal system in the Middle Ages. To some
extent the greater ceremonial-requiring superstitions have, but a
little observation by the average person would show surprising evi
dences o f their existence in petty and unscientific means.
How many o f us knock on wood, refuse to go under a ladder, do
not step on a crack in the sidewalk, feel squeamish on Friday the thir
teenth, handle a mirror with care, cross our fingers for luck or avoid
black cats? Quite a few o f us, we believe is the answer.
A recent survey by a professor o f sociology in the East conducted
among college students revealed more practices for the routing o f
bad luck than was thought possible. The surprising result obtained
from all o f the reports was that the “ weaker sex” had fewer supersti
tions than its brothers.
Some o f the hidden practices were the possession or wearing o f
lucky amulets, coins, talismen; the absolute belief in the power o f a
certain article o f clothing to give good luck in final examinations (one
man reserved a new suit for such a trying time, wearing it only on the
day o f final examinations); the use o f one reserved fountain pen for
examinations, and many other seemingly foolish tricks for dispelling
fear.
The above results show that many college students have absolute
belief in formulas and magic for dispelling the bad luck evil. We
rave and harangue about the absurdity o f superstitions and our dis
believing in such trash; but when it comes to actually coping with situa
tions for which we wish the best o f luck, we find ourselves reverently
going through the required ceremony, and then afterwards wondering
why we did it.
Think over your activity for today and yesterday and watch your
friends. Do they cross their fingers or sidestep ladders? Do you
follow superstition etiquette before quizzes? .

K

it eomes just as classes are changing
and he is compelled to get up, go to
the window and watch for unfamiliar
faces.
There’s always the question of
whether or not those eyes he saw last
week were really as blue as he imag
ined and whether that blonde was al
ways a blonde or not.
By the time he discovers that she
cut class today, he has lost his inspira
tion and probably will never get an
other.
This week’s favorite indoor sport:
listening to a freshman enlighten a
group of old heads as to the why of
college, the when of marriage, the
what of womankind, the who of sports
and the where of the world's best
playgrounds.
AH based upon personal experience.
We spent our youth audaciously,
Pretty doggone hard to faze.
Now we live quite cautiously,
Prudence is the modern craze.
And we quake
When we awake
And note the error in our ways.

Kappa Alpha Theta................................................
Sigma Alpha Epsilon-Sigma Phi Epsilon............ ............ Joint Dance

S a n ita r y - —

SHELL 4 0 0

McKenzie-Wallace Service Station

The gasoline our auto burns
Has to be right up to snuff.
The oil in which our motor turns
Mustn’t, make the bearings rough.
We’re afraid
A lower grade
Might not be quite good enough.
We’re suckers for a toothpaste ad,
A danger line’s a bugaboo.
We’re out for every healthful fad,
Changing with each one that’s new.
We’re scared to death
To draw a breath
Unless some doctor tells us to.

?

We guard our dear digestive tracts
By paying monstrous bills,
And quake with fear if breakfast
lacks.
Preventatives for certain ills;
NIGHTS o f old met on the field of battle, and to the death fought And we shiver
valiantly for their fair swooning sweethearts. That was in the For our ills
If we fail to take our pills.

Which is larger— the white
ball or the b lack? Don’t

Keep Cool, Gents, Keep Cool

days when men were soldiers and chivalry ran rife over the
land.
Modern knights will meet on the field o f battle tomorrow night, in
the gymnasium. Gloves will be used,' and sabres and broadswords—
and (in the gentle art o f wrestling) bare hands. Battles will not be
entirely to the death, however, nor will there be, ostensibly at least,
any fair swooning beloveds in the gallery. And o f course there will be
no chivalry— that went out with the arrival o f co-education— so girls,
if you want to be sure o f your seats get there early.
The royalty o f the campus will be present— the various kings and
queens and dukes and clowns and attaches. The hoi polloi will be
there too— you and me and us and them. You’ ll shout for your
man and I’ ll shout for mine, and we’ ll fail to see each other’ s point
o f view.
It is unfortunately impossible to keep partisans from losing their
tempers. At an M club tournament the only thing that doesn’ t go is
throwing things at the referees and at the fighters. This is frowned
upon as being inappropriate, and all ladies and gentleman present at
the fights are expected to keep cool and reasonably quiet.— V. H.
APPRECIATION.
(consoled by the encouraging number
Jof faculty members and townspeople
Those who enjoyed the twe lectures who took advantage of this unusual
of the Bengali scholar. Dr. Kalidas opportunity.
Nag, owe a debt of gratitude to Rev
RevRufus A. Coleman.
erend Jesse Bunch and the Interna
tional club, who, against discourag
NOTICE.
ing odds, worked faithfully to give
these attractions needed publicity. If
for
these workers are philosophers, they
vho
majoring in the
may find assurance in the insistence
Busin a Administration,
of Matthew Arnold that it is only by will hold a regular meeting at the
a small circle resolutely
Its j Alpha Phi house this Wednesday night
work that adequate ideal
erjat 7:30 o’clock. New members will be
get current at all. Also mi
*el I taken in at this time.

Marion Bell, Conrad, former student
at the State University, is visiting at
the Alpha Chi Omega house this week.
Ruth Jackson was a dinner guest
at the Alpha Phi house Sunday.
Girls from the Alpha Phi house who
spent the weekend in Hamilton are
Martha Jeffry, Ingomar Olson, Doro
thy Earl, Pauline Swartz, Josephine
Swartz, Ella Pollinger.
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house were Joy Brown
ing, Virginia Connolly, Georgia Fisher,
Pauline Grafton, Ted Fitzpatrick.
Sam Eagle, member of the State
College freshman debate team and a
member of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
chapter at Bozeman, was a weekend
guest.
Howard Craig, graduate of the
School‘ of Pharmacy with the class
of '26, who is proprietor of the Craig
pharmacy at Drummond, was a cam
pus visitor last week.

North Hall Tea.
North hall entertained the other
halls at Sunday tea. Kappa Alpha
Theta, Kappa Delta, Sigma Alpha Ep
silon, Sigma Chi, and Delta Sigma
Corbin Hall.
hall Sunday. She plans to attend Lambda were guests of the hall. Fac
Elin Bredburg spent the weekend school here next quarter.
ulty members assisting at the tea
in DeSmet.
Martha Smith was the dinner guest were Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Rowe, Dean
Juanita Armour went to her home of Margaret Yiel Sunday.
and Mrs. C. W. Leaphart, Professor
in St. Ignatius for the weekend.
Julia Metcalf spent the weekend in and Mrs. B. E.. Thomas, and Dr. and
Mrs. M. J. Elrod.
Marcella Malone spent the weekend Stevensville.
in Butte.
Louise Hardin and Kay Bailey spent
Schenck Entertains.
Pat Corley and Dorothy Brown went the weekend in Corvallis.
Mrs. Olli vom Baur and Dr. C. A.
to Hamilton for the weekend.
Dicky Clack, Lucille Ralston, Billy
Schenck were hosts at a dinner given
Mrs. Harry Parsons was the Sunday Nash drove to Poison Saturday.
at their residence on Fifth street last
dinner guest of Mrs. F. K. Turner.
All -shops of the Master
Friday evening. Red sweetpeas and
Marion Bole of Livingston was the
Sigma Nu Masquerade.
Barbers’ Association are
candles decorated the table, at which
weekend guest of her sister, Emma
Members of Sigma Nu entertained
clean and neat. All sani
the host and hostess were seated with
tary precautions against
Bole.
approximately 45 couples at the first
their guests, Professor and Mrs. H. G.
infection
are
followed.
Cooley Carruth, Fern Flightner, masquerade costume ball of the year
Scrupulous adherence to
Merriam, Mr. and Mrs. Jerome RamsAlice Cowan are in Corbin hall in at the chapter home on Gerald avenue,
all sanitary laws.
kill and Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Forbis.
firmary.
last Saturday evening. Green, white
Mrs. F. K. Turner, social director of and red were the* colors of the deco
Dean R. C. Line, head of the School
Corbin hall, spent from Monday to rations of the rooms. Nat Allen’s
of Business Administration, will ad
Thursday of last week in Helena. Mrs. serenaders played during the evening.
dress'the Service club of Stevensville
Barbara G. Miggins took her lpace in Chaperons for the occasion were Dr.
tonight at the I. O .0. F. hall. Several
the hall during her absence.
and Mrs. C. F. Deiss, Mr. and Mrs.
faculty members are also expected to
Bob and Jean Paterson have re Elmer Burch and Mr. J. Verne Duattend the meeting.
turned from Conrad, where they were senberry. The feature of the evening
Sigma Kappa announces the pledg
called two weeks ago by the death of was the awarding of prizes to guests
ing of Doris Johnson, Fairview.
their mother.
with the best costumes. They were
METROPOLE—101 E. Main
Dorothy Hannifin and Dorothy Mc
Dr. and Mrs. D. E. Jackson were won by Marion Cline and Katherine
FLORENCE—103 N. Higgins
Lenegan were dinner guests at the
dinner guests at Corbin hall last night. Frogner.
PIONEER—123 W. Main
Sigma Kappa house Sunday.
Dr. Jackson gave a talk, “ Will Science
Jack Doherty and Chickie Burns
SOUTH SIDE—527 S. Higgins
Destroy the Human Basis of Re
Faculty Women’s Tea
have returned to the Sigma Chi house
RAINBOW—136 N. Higgins
ligion?”
Faculty wives and sorority house
from the infirmary.
Eleanor Lennes was the dinner mothers held a tea Monday afternoon
AMERICAN— 104 E. Broadway
Sunday dinner guests, at the Phi
guest of Olli vom Baur at Corbin hall at 3:30 o’clock in the west parlor
Thursday.
of North hall. Mrs. Maude C. Betterton had charge of the* program. Helen
North Hall.
Spencer gave several pianologues.
The Gas that starts.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Wold of Laurel Charlotte Smith and Jean Sanders
and Mary Sande, a student at Boze sang two songs “ Stick in the Mud”
The Gas that has power.
man, were the guests of Ruth Wold and “ Dream of Love.”
The Gas that polls on high.
for,the weekend.
Ralph Fields was a guest at the
Mary Ruth Laris on was the Sun Sigma Phi Epsilon house last week.
The Gas that is economical.
day dinner guest of Jerry Frank.
Verne Dusenberry and Gordon RognMartha Busey and Phoebe Patterson lien were dinner guests at the Phi
were dinner guests of Mary Nash Sun Delta Theta house Sunday.
day.
Marian Trenerry' was the Sunday
BIschoffs Entertain.
dinner guest of Gladys Larson.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bischoff extend
Mary Arness o f, Livingston was the ed hospitality to a group of their
guest of Marjorie Bodine at North friends, when they entertained at a

March 7.

the library at all.

EGISTRATION for the spring quarter began yesterday— the same
old routine to go through— and the same old story to be told,
it’s the early bird who catches the worm.
Mora|— register early, and get in the courses, the sections and under
the professors whom you wish. It takes time to register, and anything
that takes time is apt to be put o ff as long as possible at this rush time
o f die quarter, but it pays to get it done early, and it has to be done
by a week from Wednesday— unless you want to pay the late registra

Alpha Tau Omega.................................................. ................... Fireside
Phi Sigma Kappa............................................. A Night at Coffee Dan’ s
Sigma C h i .................................................................
Sigma Kappa .........................................................

SIGMA KAPPA INITIATION.
Sigma Kappa held honorary initia
tion for Dorothy Deibel, Miles City;
Dorothy McLenegan, Butte, and Mar
garet Seaton, Cascade, Saturday morn
ing.
The new initiates were entertained
with a formal banquet in their honor
Saturday night at the Florence hotel.
'Centerpieces on the tables were of
sweet peas. Mary Fierce was toastmistress, and responses were given by
Joyce Donaldson, Miriam McLeod, Lu
cille Thomas and Margaret Seaton.

answer too quickly.

But when we go on week-end brawls,
We down our booze with glee.
We care not how our stomach crawls,
Or how it hates a spree.
For when we drink
We never think
Of bootleg pedigree.

EYES M A Y FO O L Y O U
BUT

NOTICE.
Will the person who picked up my
glasses by mistake in exchange for
theirs in the health office, please re
turn them?
MRS. A. F. LeCLAIRE.

y o u r taste

H oney H eart Candy
Something New!
Made from pure honey com
bined and blended with nuts,
fruits and cereals, dipped
with first quality chocolate.

M I L D E R . ..AND
BETTER TASTE

Something Different!
Non-Fattening
Non-Acid-Forming
Wholesome— Good
Delicious for All

Smith D rag Store
) 1931, Liggett &M vers T obacco Co.

te lls th e T ru th !
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Dean C. E. Mollett
Setting, Acting Combine to Make
“ Granite” Outstanding Production Receives Queries

MONTANA

KAI MI N

Page Three

S ta tistics C lass Compiles Cost
Famous Pianist
O f Food Living in Missoula Stores T o Give Recital

Communication
1981 Ornx St,

Here Next W eek

For Pharmacists

Eugene, Oregon.
index Number of Food Cost Is Compiled by U. S. Bureau of Labor
Ruth Wold as Judith Morris, Emotional Wife of Island Farmer-Miser,
Feb. 10, 1931.
Method and Indicates Decline.
John Crowder and Rhea Traver Sell
Does Most Impressive Work of Evening.
Western Reserve School Seeks Gradu
University of Montana,
Tickets for Concert March
10.

ate Students to Work for
M. A.’s.

School paper.

Indications are that Missoula is staying with the nation as a whole,
Excellent stage setting combined with good acting and a wellMy Dear Sirs:
in the decline o f prices, according to a recent survey made by mem
chosen play totalled into a fine performance by the Montana Mas
I have a ring in my possession
Requests for graduates to act as
Tickets for the piano recital of John
quers last weekend in their production o f “ Granite” by Clemence assistants in the Western Reserve bers o f the advanced statistics class under the supervision o f A. S. Powell are now on sale. They may be which I feel sure belongs to some
Merrill,
to
determine
the
index
number
o
f
“
food
cost
o
f
living.”
School
of
Pharmacy
at
Cleveland,
Dane.
obtained from Rhea Traver, who has co-ed at your school. It was left In

Quotations were obtained from
------------------------- :-------------------Ruth Wold was the outstanding*----------------------------- --------------------------- Ohio, have, been received recently by
Dean C. E. Mollett of the Montana number of grocery stores, meat mar
performer of the play in her portrayal
School of Pharmacy.
kets
and
dairies.
These
were
com
of a difficult role in that of Judith
Applications may be sent in by piled by the method used by the BurMorris, the emotional wife of the
pharmicists having a B. A. degree and
of Labor of'the. United States gov
money-grasping Jordan Morris, played
satisfactory
references; a transcript ernment. The resulting index number
by Peter Meloy, who was very con
record must be included.
proved to be 117.1 per cent, indicating
vincing in his first Masquer’s per
Anyone accepting this offer would that these prices are now 17.1 per cent
formance.
be expected to enroll for a M. S. de above what they were in 1913.
Residents of Corbin and North Hear
The feminine lead was hard-pressed Interior Lighting Is Week’s Study
gree to be completed in two years.
Local Minister Discuss Science
The Bureau of. Labor obtains sta
Topic of Y. W. C. A. Better
for honors by Leslie Pace, playing the
They would give half their time to tistics from 51 cities in its compilation
And Religion
Homes Class.
part of the nameless man who over
work in the School of Pharmacy and of index numbers. Missoula is not in
shadowed the whole play and suc
would be remunerated to the extent cluded among these; in fact, Butte is
ceeded in “ bettering himself” at the
C. H. Riedell, chairman of the De of $1,000 in ten monthly installments.
Dr. David E. Jackson spoke at Cor
the only Montana city in the list.
expense of the others.
partment of Fine Arts, talked on in This amount would be increased to
bin hall Monday evening directly after
These numbers are published in the |
the dinner hour on “ Will Science De
Albert Erickson’s performance in direct lighting in relation to interior $1,200 the second year, and there
Monthly Labor Review, but unfortun
stroy the Human Basis of Religion.”
the role of Prosper Morris lived up decoration last Tuesday evening at the would be no tuition charge during
ately the result from February prices
to the high standards of his previous Y. W. C. A. building. This was the sec enrollment of the graduate assistant
The talk was given in the main lobby
will not appear until sometime in the
appearances in Masquers’ plays al ond talk by Mr. Riedell in conjuction in the school.
of Corbin hall and a large attendance
early summer. Comparison at this
though his role was not as vital to with the local better homes move
from North hall as well as Corbin hall
Any alumnus of the School of time is accordingly impossible.
the play as those of Judith and the ment His talk last week was on the Pharmacy who desires to continue his
was present.
Other index numbers may be used
relation of fine line-spacing to in education as graduate assistant at the
stranger.
Dr. Jackson viewed the question
in the comparison. The Annalist in
Virginia Cooney was well-cast as terior decoration in the home.
from a very analytical standpoint, giv
Cleveland institution may comunicate
dex number of wholesale food prices
the maidservant and her speech and: Lighting in a home, according to with Dean Edward Spease.
ing the effect of modern science on
is based upon the prices of 1913 and
actions depicted exactly a 15-year- Mr. Riedell, has a great deal to do
modern religion and the beneficial re
uns fairly close to that obtained by
old girl.
with the appearance and environment
sult obtained through a close obser
the Bureau of Labor. Their index
The sixth part, that of the clergy-j in a living room. He traced the his
vation of their modern relationship.
numbers for February are: February
man, was well-played by Eugene tory of lighting, color and its appli
He pointed out the important part
3, 117.2; February 10, 115.7; February
Hunton Saturday night. On Friday cation and gave the theories of color
modern science plays in increasing
114.7. The similarity between
night Mr. Angus substituted in the and its relation to environment.
the material happiness of mankind
these and the result obtained in Mis*
role due to the illness o f Hunton.
Lighting Effects.
and raising it to a higher standard.
soula is immediately evident
The whole atmosphere of the play
New ideas of lighting rooms, hidden
But the advent of mankind's new ac
was accented by the somber granite lights, and massed lights were ex
The survey in Missoula covered only quirements in the benefits of .modern
walls of the old castle and the pro plained by Professor Riedell. Light Eastern Publisher Wants College1food prices. Whether prices o f other science he also pointed out the neces
Terse for Collection, Offers
duction staff should be complimented combinations and effects, Professor
commodities, such as clothing, fuel, sity of modern religion in building
Prizes.
on the setting.
light and electricity, are following the character and principles to appreciate
Riedell pointed out, are important
The entire play was well-received elements of interior decorations. Dif
downward trend to the same extent honestly and intelligently the material
and was one of the best performances ferent lights have different effects on
Students who write poetry are urged was not investigated.
benefits gained from science.
of the Masquers. Surely mere can people. Soft lights are usually best to communicate promptly with the
Dr. Jackson also gave a resume of
be no comment that this play was not for the average tired business m an1Henry fcarrison Publishing House, 27
the history of modern science and
suited for a student audience, for the when he comes home from work. Pro East Seventh Street, New York, so
religion, tjie struggles of both, the
Little Theater was well-filled both fessor Riedell stated that indirect that they may receive full details of
contention existing between the two
nights.—T. M.
lighting was becoming more popular prizes and acceptances of an anthol
ranks, yet the strength each gave to
leach year as people begin to realize ogy called “ American College Verse.”
the other.
the advantage of such effects.
Henry Harrison, New York publish
“ Will Science Destroy the Human
Professor Riedell told of the sen- er, will issue an anthology believing
Basis of Religion” was given by Dr.
Isations received when he visited large such a collection necessary because
Jackson
at the weekly religious dis
Recent Survey Shows Increasing
(and differently lighted places. The of the splendid proportions to which
cussion in the west lobby of South
Air-MIndedness Among College
large and majestic Crystal Palace in American college and university po
hall
last
Thursday
evening. This week
Students.
London as compared with the large etry has grown.
Rev: C. M. Donaldson will address
Kappa Epsilon Entertains Kappa Ps]
church in Fairhaven, Massachusetts,
Prizes of $25, $15 and $10 will be
the weekly discussion group at South
Last Thursday Night.
Colleges are becoming increasingly
which cost over $5,000,000 and which awarded authors of the three best
hall on “Is the New Morality De
had the second largest organ in the poems in this anthology, judged by a more air-minded and boast more stud stroying Religion.”
Kappa Epsilon, women’s national
ents, more teaehers and more courses
world. Professor Riedell said he used distinguished board.
pharmaceutical fraternity, entertained
than in previous years, according to
to visit the church often with a friend
Mr. Harrison, who is publisher of
members of Kappa Psi, men’s national
a recent survey by the Aeronautical
who played the large organ.
Poetry World, will edit the anthology
pharmaceutical honorary, at an in
Chamber
of Commerce for the Year
Decorating.
and Charles Cullen whose work has
formal “ kids” party last Thursday
“ Interior house decoration must be j been acclaimed by American Mercury, Book of 1931.
night.
A thousand more students than last
felt—it cannot be taught,” Professor Toledo Times, Spokane Review and
Members of the pharmacy fraterni
year are studying aviation in colleges
Riedell said. He pointed out that
ties met at the home of Dean line-spacing and spacing can be other nation-wide journals, will Illus and more than one-third of these are
trate the book.
Charles E. Mollelt at 436 Keith avenue
taking four-year courses that will
taught but real effects in decoration
at 8 o’clock, dressed in the abbrevi |must be felt by the decorator. An
lead to a special bachelor’s or mas Department Established In 1900 Has
Over 200 Enrolled and
ated fashion of youngsters. Entertain tique furniture, contrary to t h e
ter’s degree in aviation. Not only are
ment was provided by the commit opinion of some, are not necessary
20 Majors
more students studying aviation, but
tee in charge, Alice Doull and Vera for a well-furnished home, Professor
more colleges are offering courses in
Smith, in the form of games.
Geology at Montana is under the
response to a growing demand, the
Riedell said. Good taste and common
Mrs. L. B. Mitchell of Sunnyside,
Florence Jarussi and Ida Freder- sense will do a lot towards furnishing
report reveals. Seventy-four colleges supervision of expert authorities.
ickson were in charge of invitations, and decorating a home intelligently. Washington, stopped in Missoula have courses of some sort in aviation Jesse P. Rowe, present head of the
Wednesday and Thursday enroute
and refreshments were served un
department here with a Doctor of
as against 61 for last year.
from Kansas City to visit her sister,
der the direction of Lorraine Rowe
Just as in medicine or engineering, Philosophy degree from the University
Mrs. Anne A. Rambeau, Alpha Chi
and Phyllis Kreycik.
students may now take graduate of Nebraska, is a well-known writer
Iomega housemother.
“ Kids” in original costumes, includ
courses in aviation. Fourteen differ on geological subjects and hap the ad
Rhea Traver was a dinner guest at
ing Dean Mollett 2s "Pansy” indulged
ent colleges now offer graduate ditional advantage of a rich and varied
the Alpha Chi Omega house Wednes
in games and consumed all-day suck
courses. These institutions offer full teaching experience. Dr. Charles H
day night
ers. A program featured tap dancing
four-year courses, leading to degrees Clapp and Dr. Charles Deiss have both
Wednesday dinner guests at the
by Rex Whitaker, president of Kappa
of bachelor of science in aeronautical Idone research work and have
Alpha Ki Delta house were Vernie
Psi, and by a trio of pharmacy co
engineering or air transportation, and proved the department by adding to
eds, Alice Doull, Sarah Graham, and Three Prizes Will Be Awarded McCann and Audrey Douthett.
graduate courses which give degrees its supplies and collections each year.
Alice Doull and Emma Bravo were
Winners' of Essays on
Phyllis Kreycik. Dancing and refresh
It opened December 15, 1900, with
of master of science or doctor of
dinner guests Monday at the Alpha Xi
Aeronautics.
ments concluded the evening’s enter
philosophy in aeronautical engineer Dr. Rowe at the head. Fifteen stu
Delta house.
tainment
dents attended the first class, which
ing.
Alpha Kappa Psi, men’s honorary
Scholarships in the Boeing School
Aviation instruction is also growing was held in two rooms in the Pharm
Business Administration fraternity
of Aeronautics are being offered to
rapidly in public schools, the chamber acy building. The department now
held its regular meeting Thursday
men students in American universities
learned. So many public schools now has more than two hundred students
night at Craig hall. After the meet
offer training for aviation mechanics taking geology and twenty special
who wish to compete. Essays not e x -,
ing, the members attended the lecture
ceeding 2,000 words on one of five
that students are now learning the students majoring in the course.
by Dr. C. A. Schenck of the School of
Geology is one of the most practi
trade there instead of going to pri
aeronautical subjects which with
Forestry, on “ Industrial Conditions in
cal of the physical sciences. Almost
vate schools.
other details of the contest may be
Europe.”
every
state in the union has a geologi
obtained from the Boeing. School of
Fay Nimbar, Dorothy Swartz, Ruth
cal survey which requires the services
Entrance Announcement Notifies of Aeronautics in Oakland, California, Gillespie, and Marie Mathews were
of trained geologists, and which is the
are the means o f competition.
Junior Year Eligibility After
dinner guests of Mildred Swanson at
source of wealth to the commonwealth.
The following are the scholarships
Second Year.
her home Sunday.
It is the duty of the staff of the geo
offered: F irst,' Boeing Master Pilot
Teddy McMahon, Butte, sister of
Quadrons will hold a meeting today logical survey to investigate deposits
Notices of entrance to tb<j second course, 204 hours flying and 924 hours Lois McMahon, and former student
of clays, building stones, cements, gas,
at
5
o’clock
at
the
-Sigma
Kappa
house.
ground
school,
value
$5,250;
second1
period have been sent out this quar
here, visited her sister at Corbin hall
coal, oil, water, and metals of all kinds
FAY McCOLLUM.
ter to 90 students. This is the second and third, Boeing Master Mechanic this weekend.
and to aid in the exploitation of these
time that they have been given to stu- courses, 1224 hours ground school,
Mrs. William Stussy of Butte was
Oil companies,
Active members of'Delta Psi Kappa natural resources.
dents this year. The notices are vir value $675; fourth, Boeing Private the guest of her daughter, Cornelia,
railroads, and the United States Geo
tually a notification that the students Pilot course, 22 hours flying, 45 hours over the weekend, at the Delta Gam will meet tonight at 7:45 in the wo
logical Survey also open fields which
men’s
gymnasium.
ground
school,
value
$500.
have entered their junior year.
ma house.
geologists find remunerative.
Gertrude Jaqueth.
“ The University of the Air,” as the
After once entering the second
Nell Porter, who is teaching this
period students are not allowed to go Boeing school is known, is located at year in Stevensvllle, was the week
All Band men be at rehearsal
back into the first period. The new the Oakland airport, Oakland, Cali end guest of Delta Gamma.
Wednesday in full uniform including
rules demand that a student must fornia, and is approved by the United
Mary Martin, Flossie Ulehelt, Mrs.
white
pants. The picture for the 1931
States
Department
of
Commerce.
It
make a “ C” average during the .last
PHONE 3484 BUS TERMINAL
A. R. Fritz and her daughter, Pauline,
two years as well as during the first is affiliated with the Boeing Airplane were Sunday dinner guests of Delta Sentinel will be taken.
1 passenger .......
S6c
George Bovingdon,
period. It is also a requirement that company and with the Boding system Delta Delta.
2 passengers ----60c
• Director.
3 passengers ___________
76c
students take only 25 credits in “ F” which, flies 4,000,000 miles a year with
Rita Walker was the Sunday dinner
4 passengers .......
$1.00
courses during the last two years if mail and passengers on the San Fran- guest of Frances Ullman at the Alpha
W.
A.
A.
board
meets
tonight
at
cisco-Oakland-Chicago
and
Seattle(16
b
lo
ck
lim
it)
they offer a minimum o f 186 credits
Chi Omega house.
5 in the women’s gymnasium.
San Diego routes.
for graduation.
President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp were
Teddy Reed.
The two period system went into ef
dinner guests of Alpha Chi Omega
Taxi Service In the City
fect last quarter, and will affect those
Sunday.
All
members-of
Men’s
Glee club re
Missoula. Montana
Library Contains
graduating after September, 1931.
Mrs. Roy Cross and Maude Carland
port to studio Thursday evening for
DON’T W A L K
CALL US
R esearch Volum es were dinner guests of Alice Mapes at group pictures. (Tuxedos).
the Alpha Chi Omega house last night.
Dean DeLoss Smith.
W om en ’s Fraternity
Thelma Chisholm, national inspector
Students who are doing research
Sponsors Exhibition ; work in French may find valuable of Kappa Delta, is visiting the local Student Fellowship club’s meeting
chapter. She arrived Monday from
material in the 100 volumes of the
will be postponed from the regular
materials
Seattle and plans to remain for about
i Demonstration of regular classes in “ Catalogue General des livres imdate, March 3, to Tuesday, March 10,
a week.
due to conflicting dates.
women's physical education will be primes de la Bibliotheque National”
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
R. O. DREISBACH.
sponsored by Delta Psi Kappa, wom- or the “ General Catalogue of impor
Phi house were Donald Foss, James
en"8 national physical education fra tant books of the national library.”
M m Qi i a u t y w o r K
Morrow, Harold Ruth, Sheila Brown
ternity, to take place in the women’s The volumes, which now go just to
All students with doctor or medicine
and her sister, Dolly Brown of Butte.
bills for this quarter MUST present
gymnasium at 8 o’clock the evening of the “ l’s” will be added to until ma
Richard Romersa left for his home
terial under every letter in the alpha
itemized reecipts to the Health Service
March 6.
in Red Lodge recently after a week
not later than March 13 for refunds.
Clogging,
fencing,
folk-dancing, bet will be Included.
in Missoula, visiting his brother, John
MRS. LeCLAIRE,
tumbling and floor work will be fea
129 N. Higgins Ave.
Romersa, who is a second-year stud
Delores Heavilin of Hamilton was
University Health Service.
tured in the program. Tickets for the
ent in the School of Pharmacy.
Inside Missoula Shine Parlor
demonstration will be sold at twenty- the week end guest o f Dorothy Gerer
Mr. Davis’ new headquarters will
at the Kappa Delta house.
Patronize Kaimln Advertisers.
five cents each.
be in San Diego.

Dr. D. E. Jackson
G iv e s Religious
Talk to W om en

Riedell Delivers
Second Talk Qn
H om e Decorating

Collegiate Poets
Urged to Inquire
About Anthology

Universities Add
Aviation Courses
T o Curriculum s

Pharmacists Have
Kid Party Thursday

Geology Courses
Give Practice in
Scientific W o r k

Brevities

Air Scholarships
Are Offered By
California School

Period Notices
A r e Mailed to
Ninety Students

charge of the sale in North and Cor
bin halls, or from John Crowder at
his studio in the Music house on Uni
versity avenue.
The prices o f admission for the pro
gram, which is to be given in the Main
hall auditorium, Tuesday evening,
March 10, has been set at $1.00, $1.50
and $2.00. Reservation of seats can
be made at the studio of Professor
Crowder, Thursday or Friday of this
week.
John Powell’s recital offers a rare
musical treat for the students of the
University as Mr. Powell, is at present
considered one of America’s greatest
pianist-composers. His recitals and
compositions have met with great
favor in the capitals of Europe for
nearly two decades, and America has
welcomed him as a genius wherever
he appears.

New House Will Be
Visited by Class

the wash room of the North Coast
Limited train which arrived in Mis
soula in the evening of January 3
or 4. I tried to find the owner in our
coach but no one claimed i t Then
I told the porter I had it but didn’t
want to turn it over to him because
the owner might never apply to the
lost and found department of the rail
road for i t
The ring is a signet type with rec
tangular red stone. It has the num
bers 30 on one side of the mounting
and MH on the other. Inside there
are three initials and the owner may
have the ring by stating the initials.
Very sincerely yours,
F. N. M.

A t Virginia
and Kentucky

. . . down where
tobacco grows

Home Economics Students Will Study
Plans of House.
The new Colonial house of Robert
Weidman at 505 Beckwith avenue will
be shown to members of the class in
house planning and furnishing Tues
day afternoon under the direction of
Helen Gleason, professor of home
economics.
A study of the house for arrange
ment and effective use of space will
be valuable for home economists, ac
cording to Miss Gleason. An inter
esting feature in the arrangement of
this house model, according to Miss
Gleason’s estimate, is the placing of
small cupboards a n d chests of
drawers in the crannies under the
eves of the sloping roof.
NOTICE.

college men choose
this one outstanding
SM O KING TOBACCO
HE men who go to the univer
sities of Virginia and Kentucky
know tobacco . . . they see how it
grows and what makes it good.

T

Every member of the orchestra is
to report to rehearsal Wednesday
night. Pictures of the group are to be
taken, so be prepared.
Professor A. H. Weisberg.

So when Virginia students, and
the men who stroll down old South
Limestone Street in Lexifigton,
pack their pipes with Edgeworth,
their choice tells volumes about the
cool, slow-burning quality of this
favorite smoking tobacco.

PUNCH, BROTHERS, PUNCH!

it ’s the same story everywhere—
North, South, East and West. In
42 out of 54 leading colleges and
universities, college men prefer the
smooth, fragrant burley blend of
Edgeworth. Try Edgeworth your
self. You’ll find more pleasure in
a pipe than you ever knew before.
Every tobacco store has Edgeworth, 15£ the tin. Or, for generous
free sample, write to Larus & Bro.
Co., 105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.

Let us supply your needs
for that formal or party.

MAJESTIC CANDY &
BEVERAGE CO.
Bowls and Glasses Furnished Free

EDGEW ORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Are You Hungry?
We

Specialize in

•The Finest Hamburgers,
Beer find Malted
Milks.

M ISSOULA CLUB

Notices

March Only |
Conlon WASHERS

$9250

Day-T A X I -Night

$8.50 Down; $7.50 per Month

Guaranteed
Ely Shoe Hospital

1
=

Conlon IRONERS

|

$ 1 1 79°

|

$9.90 Down; $9.00 per Month

ss, Qju/um

i

S

Special on

55

H O TPOIN T IRONS

§

$1.00 for Your Old Iron

=

The M ontana Power |
Company
|
.... .
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Co-ed Games Navajo Exhibition
Is in A rt G allery
Show Lead o f
During This W eek
j L ow er Class

Bobcats, Grizzlies Will
Tangle in Minor Sports
Carnival Next Saturday

BEAR PAW S
Paddle Thwacks Resound on
Grizzly Oval.

Rugs Have Interesting Histories in
Numerous reports, loud and hearty,
Loan Exhibit in Main Hall
resounded from different quarters of
Room.
the
campus yesterday, as a few en
Last Week ’5 Basketball Games
thusiastic Bear Paws chafing after
State College Men Captured Swimming, Wrestling Events Last Year;
Give Lead to Underclass
Twenty-one rugs made by American the winter’s layoff, resumed paddling
Boxmg in at Least Four Weight Divisions Will Be Included
Indians are on exhibit in the Navajo, operations.
Women.
This Year for First Time.
rug exhibition posted in the art gal
One of Montana’s best-loved tradi
lery in Main hall.
tions, as far as sophomores and upper
Undergraduate teams in women’s
Many of the rugs are old and have classmen are concerned, is the one
basketball have taken the lead over
Montana State college sends representatives to Missoula to com_
interesting istories. Two rugs, loaned which prohibits freshmen men from
upperclass teams aud maintained it
Dete in the minor sports carnival with the State University Satur-1
....
...
,
_ ... • <- D
by Mrs. R. L. Neal, are from New walking or conversing with women
3 far in the games played this
day afternoon in the men’ s gymnasium. This will be the second meet- | University o f Washington Huskies will meet the. Laliforma Bears
Mexico. Years ago, according to Mrs. Ion the campus. The intrepid frosh
season. With a score of 32 to 24 the
this weekend to' settle the basketball cham pionship'of the Pacific
Neal, her#father came upon an Indian
ouid risk a sound thwack from
ing o f the schools in minor sports.
freshmen defeated the sophomores in
suffering from a crushed foot received the business end of a Bear Paw’ s pad
Last year at Bozeman, the college*
the game played last Wednesday, Feb
from a falling rock. Mrs. Neal’s father dle, for want of a few moment’s con<he Huskies.
ruary 25, which opened the season.
took both the swimming and wrestling
bandaged the foot up using first aid erse with some fair lady, must trust
— -0 events. This year boxing has been
The juniefrs downed the seniors by a
methods and the Indian, .who was a to his gods of luck, and suffer the
added to the schedule which was lack
score
of 35 to 11 in the game played
The Huskies were given a scare last Tuesday night when they lost
tribe chief, gave him twelve navajo consequences if found guilty. March
ing last year.
to Washington State college. Washington came back the following the same day.
rugs as a reward. Two of these rugs is here. With it come sleepy, balmy
Swimming Entries.
Sophomores met the seniors in a are on exhibit.
night, however, and defeated the. Cougars and carried o ff the title for
days and much business for Bear
game last Friday, February 27, and
Babe Ruth, Oliver Hoye and Bob
Other donors are: Mrs. Lynn Am Paw.
another year.
beat the upperclassmen by four brose, Carl Blair, Mrs. DeForest MerCooney, all record holders in various
points. The score at the end of the riam, Mrs. L. Arnoldson, and Mrs. Ja
swimming events, will lead t h e
The final standings o f teams in the conference are:
fray stood at 41 to 37. Yesterday’s cob. Mrs. Ambrose has loaned a small
aquatic men. For the University Ruth Stewart Plans Trip to Seattle for
game played pff in the afternoon was rug on the loom which is for the pur
............14
2
and Rags Maxey will enter the 40Washington ........................
Pacific
Conference
Basketball
between the freshmen second and pose of showing how they are made.
yard free style dash; Hoye and
6
Washington State .............. ................. 1 0
third teams, with the second team
Schroeder will compete in the 100Coaches’ Session.
Two rugs, brought by pack train
7
Oregon State ..................... ................. 9
coming out victor, to the tune of 19 from the Utah desert by the Utah Ar
yard back stroke, with Cooney and
10
O r e g o n ................................. ................. 6
to 10.
Stanford Larson entering the breast
chaeological expedition in 1910, and Dr. Schenck Will Talk on Relation of
Coach J. W. Stewart has been in
15
Idaho .................................... ................. 1
stroke o v e r the same distance.
The members of the teams that one Pinchot Indian rug, were loaned
Two Professions.
vited to attend a meeting of the Pa
Cooney and Marlon McCarty will swim
played February 25 are: * freshmen, b y ' Mrs. L. G. Arnoldson.
cific Coast conference basketball
In the 220-yard free style. Junior
Mary
Castles,
Josephine
Lane,
Sara
Teams
coached
by
former
Grizzlies
will
be
well
represented
at
the
Mrs.
Jacobs
has
donated
one
Nava
coaches March 6 and 7 at Seattle. The
Tonight at 7:30 o’clock the Forestry
Dean will be the sole entry in the
Miles, Juanita Armour, Laura Martin jo rug and one Indian-made basket.
meeting is being held in connection state basketball tournament in Bozeman next week.
club and the Press club will hold a
diving event for the University. Two
and Marjorie Schallock. Sophomores: Mrs. DeForest Merriam as promised joint meeting in room 206 in the For
with the playoff for the Coast confer
relays, a medley and a 160-yard free
Mary Schoenhals, Sylvia Sweetman, to bring a Navajo rug which is over estry building, to hear Dr. C. A.
ence basketball title. Coach Stewart
Plains, coached by Cloyse Overturf, won the Western district tour Louise Harmon, Elza Huffman, Mar
style, will be on the program. The
a hundred years old to the exhibit Schenck.
will probably leave Thursday for the
nament. Billings won the Yellowstone district. They are coached by garet Groombridge and Mildred Ren- room Tuesday or Wednesday.
men for these two events have not
He will talk on “ The Relation of
Coast city.
been chosen.
shaw. Juniors making up their team
Carl Blair, who has loaned several Forestry and the Press” . The joint
The purpose of the meeting is to Ted Illman. Eddie Chinke’ s Cwboys o f Miles City won the South
Wrestling Entries.
are: Ruth Leib, Fae Logan, Bertha of the rugs on tl\js week’s exhibition, meeting of the two clubB is an annual
get the coaches together for a discus eastern district. Sam Kain from Great Falls will bring his boys from
The wrestling division is hampered
Cone, Una Randall, Margaret Randall, will talk at 3 o’clock in Main hall on affair, but this year the committees
sion of rules and phases of the game. Great Falls to the tournament also.
by Ineligibility, but promises to put
Vera Anderson and Peg Jacobs sub Navajo Indian rugs.
The men will have an opportunity of
feel that they are more fortunate than
up a worthy series of matches. Myron
stituted for Fae Logan during part ol
This is the third loan exhibit and usual in being able to have Dr.
seeing the two best teams of the con
Other
entries
will
include
Dillon,
Anaconda,
Butte,
Whitefish,
Chi
Johnson will enter the 125-pound
the game. The opposing senior team’s students as well as townspeople are
ference play. California is represent
Schenck. After the talk refreshments
class; the winner of the Sherldanmembers were: Mary Wilson, Carol invited to come and see the rugs any
nook, Poplar, Lewistown and Twin Bridges.
will be served. The committee in
ing the Southern division while Wash
Haye match in the M-club tourna
Griffith, Lucy Charlesworth, Bertha time this week. Professor C. H. Rieington is carrying the honors for the
charge of the eats says that there are
ment will undoubtedly meet the M.
The free-throw contest .is at a standstill. Rohlffs and Buckley re Holden, Teddy Reed, Sally McMurdo dell, exhibit manager, extends his going to be ample supplies and every
north. If a third game is necessary it
S. C. 135-pound wrestler. Clyde Banand Emmapearl McCormick.. Carol thanks to Missoula people for their one should have a good time.
will be j)layed Monday, March 9.
main to shoot it out. Buckley has shot the best round so far, making
field will enter the 146-pound class,
Griffith substituted during the game. cooperation in these loan exhibits.
According to Mr. Stewart, the meet
23 out o f 25.
Robert Bell the 155, Jake Mola the
Those who played on the sophomore
ing is very educational as the best
165, and Nortnan Mlchelson will
*
-------- 0 -------team February 27 opposite the seniors
coaching ability in the west is repre
wrestle In the 175 weight. The winner
Alf Engen o f Salt Lake City, Utah, with a leap o f 243 feet set a were: Mary Schoenhals, Sylvia Sweetsented at the meet. Officials are called
of another M-club match, the Daileyin*for an interpretation of rules and new world’ s record ski jump at Big Pines, California, Winter Sports man, Mildred Renshaw, Leola Stevens,
Vidro go, will compete against a col
Elza Huffman and Margaret Groomdetails of handling the game. Any Carnival.
lege man In the unlimited weight
bridge. Senior team members were:
new phases of the game are discussed
This thirsty
class.
Florence Simpson, L u c y Charlesas is the play of the championship
Lightweights.
Joe Savoldi, former Notre Dame football star, was suspended from worth, Mary Wilson, Emmapearl Mc Glenn Smith Talks on Grazing in Na
talcum
drinks
contenders. Dr. J. E. Bohler, director
tional
Forest
Land.
B illy Veeder, will fight in the ban
of athletics at W. S. C. and western California wrestling shows for butting his opponent in a recent match, Cormick, Sally McMurdo, Lois McMa
tamweight class against the college;
up
moisture
representative on the National Rules He can’ t get over his gridiron habits. He’ s still like a bull in a china hon. Bertha Holden substituted.
“ Grazing in National Forest Lands,’
Deane Jones will enter the 126-pound
Lavender Talcnm possess
committee, will attend the meeting shop.
The second team of freshmen wo was the topic of a speech given last
class; Bud Grover the 135-pound di
es such an unusually high
and any rule suggestions will be made
men is made up of the following: night by Glenn Smith of Missoula, as
------- -0 -------vision; Eddie Krause, the only fresh
degree o f absorbency that
Eva Lesell, Gertrude Warden, Mar sistant regional forester .and chief of
to him.
it keeps the body comfor
man listed, will be the University
Major Dansie, Dillon, one o f the high point winners in last year’ s
Coach Stewart is a member of the
jorie Minnehan, Bertha Anderson, grazing, featured speaker at the meet
tably dry at all times, pre
welterweight representative. If the
venting chafing and other
National Association of Basketball Interscholastic meet, smashed the Intermountain A. A. U. indoor rec Helen Swearingen and Margaret Mc ing of the northwest division of the
155-pound class is Included in the
discomforts c a u s e d by
coaches and is a permanent member ord for standing broad jump in Salt Lake City, leaping 9.88 feet. The Kay. The third team’s members were: Society of American Foresters.
program, Jimmy McNally wil be listed.
perspiration. It also re
of the organization committee. Coach previous record stood since 1907.^
Winifred Estill, LaVerne Sykes, Eve
The meeting, which was held in the
moves all traces o f face
George Haney will enter the ring at
Edmundson of Washington is the only
lyn Balgord, Pansie Shaw, Phyllis library room of the School of For
shine after Bhaving. Its
166 pounds. There will be no 175delightful lavender fra
other western coach on this commit
estry, was attended by a large number
pound class as the college has no man
In the opening round o f the University Bowling league the Sigma IMills and Ruth Riedell.
grance ia one that Is en
tee. These two men will make recom
of Forest Service and Forestry men,
of that weight, and there is a possi
joyed by men and women
Nus
won
from
the
Delta
Sigma
Lambdas,
and
the
Sigma
Chis
defeated
mendations to their committee of de
including several out-of-town offi
alike.
bility of there being no heavyweight
velopments of the Seattle meeting. ihe Phi Delts. The faculty team failed to appear.
M erriam , Lennes
cials. Professor I. W. Cook of the
fight. All boxers are allowed three
Coach Stewart is also writing the
School
of
Forestry,
president
of
the
pounds over the class limit.
Entertain A uthors
basketball review of the present sea
There will be but eight basketball teams in the Mining district tour
northwest section, presided.
son in Montana for the Spaulding
nament next year: Butte, Butte Central, Anaconda, Dillon, Missoula,
guide.
H. G. Merriam and N. J. Lennes
Helena, and Deer Lodge will be the sure starters with one team picked
were hosts to 42 people at a meeting
For Prompt Service
from St. Charles, Boulder, Lima, and St. Peters.
of the Authors’ club which was held
-------- 0 -------Call
at the home of N. J. Lennes at 1325
Harry Dahlberg, former Grizzly, was elected president o f the Gerald avenue Saturday evening.

Hoop Coach
Will Attend
Coast M eet

Foresters, Scribes
Plan Joint Meeting

Regional Forester
Speaks at Meeting

Federation Gives
Volume to Clapp Student One-Act
For Student Use
Wins Contest at
Movement Is Outlined in Book
Group Gathering

Mining District Coaching association for the coming year.
will be host for the 1932 tournament.

Butte high

Through Reports, Surveys.

Dean Line Talks at
Meeting at Poison

Dr. C. A. Sclienck, internationally
known authority on matters pertain
ing to forestry, gave a very interest
ing discussion during the evening on
some of the rather surprising and farreaching departures that are qow be
ing made in the study of silviculture.

“ Hay Que Ser Ser o Estar” Ta
Students R eceive
National Student Federation of Am
Prize for Best Skit at
A rm y A ssign m en ts
erica, desiring the continued interest
Meeting.
of the university presidents of the
country as well as the utmost of stu
“ Hay que ser ser o estar,” a short
The following is the assignment for
Dorothy McLenegan and Dorothy
dent co-operation, has found it pos original skit produced Thursday night Chamber of Commerce of Lake City R. O. T. C. students for the week
Deibel were Sigma Kappa dinner
Hears Line.
sible to send copies of its 1930 Year at the last regular meeting of the
beginning March 2.
guests Wednesday night.
Book to all College presidents, '
Spanish club, won the contest which
Freshmen—Tuesday: Command and
are asked to bring it to the attention was open for skits o f this type. The
Dean R. C. Line, head of the School leadership, Pars 109-131 and 180.
of students. President Clapp has do meeting was held in the Kappa Kappa of Business Administration addressed Thursday: Military Courtesy; Pages
nated his copy to the library, where it Gamma house at 105 Connell avenue. the Poison Chamber of Commerce 21-29 Manual.
has been placed on the Open shelf.
The skit was a comedy based on Tuesday night, February 24. In his
Sophomores—M„o n d a y:
Combat
Students are urged to read it
the trial of the verb Estar, prosecuted speech, Dean Line emphasized the fact principles; Tr. 420-105 Pars 9-10.
The story of the growing student Iby the verb Ser for infringing upon that Poison has a duty to perform IWednesday
irs. 11-13. Friday, Pars.
movement is told in this latest edition, and breaking a contract of usage be- in the development of her hydro- 14.
and the program Is demonstrated in tween the two verbs. The entire skit |elecll.icily and of the irrigatlon pr0.
Juniors—Monday: Machine gun; Tr.
numerous reports and surveys. The was laid in the scene of a courtroom. Meet which is located there. He also 420-10 Section VI. Tuesday: Section
Federation that publishes this book is The cast included Lucille Thomas, stressed industrial progress in Mon VII and VIII. Wednesday: Section
composed of students from every sec- Dorothy Chesley, Alice Taylor, Ruth tana as a whole. The Poison people IX. Thursday: Section X. Friday: Tr.
tion of the United States, and of Thorson, Jean Gordon and Geraldine
were appealed to not to neglect the 240-15, Pars. 1-10.
friends in , university and public af- Bverly.
Seniors—Monday: Military l a w,
opportunities that their lake city
fairs. The board of advisors includes
Washington J. McCormack sang a possesses.
Chaps. XVIII-XXIV. Tuesday—Chap.
such men and women as Dr. Robert number of Spanish and Mexican
Several members of the University XXV. Wednesday: Reviejv. No cliasses
Millikan, Dr. Henry Noble MacCrack- songs among which were Estrella, La
faculty and several Missoula business until Saturday at 10 o’clock when
en, Dean Virginia Gildersleeve, Dr. Goldrina aud Rosita. He accompanied
men
attended the meeting, which was there will be a moot court.
Paul Monroe, Mr. Ivy Lee and Donald himself on the guitar.
held just previous to the Chamber’s
J. Crowling of Carleton college.
Refreshments of ice cream and cake
annual drive for membership.
------------------------------ was served. Miss Eminger reminded
COLLING SHOE SHOPS
all of the club members of the Span
306 N. lll^glns
935 $. Higgins
ish club play, “ Rosina es Fragil,”
which will be produced in conjunc
Keglaze Any Color Shoe
tion with the Masquers March 10.

TO

THE

ONE

THE FLORENCE LAUNDRY
Phone 2302

Lavender Talcum

25c
Sold only at Rexall Drug
Stores.

The 'G rizzly Shop
For Grizzly Students

MISSOULA
DRUG CO.

THE GRIZZLY BARBER
SHOP

HUNDRED

■ W H The

Store ww B

NINETY-FIVE

SENIORS

W H O

English Literature
Class Plans Recital
club |

Large Fir for Kirkwood Memorial
Grove Was Brought Down Sunday.

Millard Ev
the School of

Ing the

G R A D U A T IN G

IN

JUNE

How are you going to keep contact with the
University and those Campus Friendships?

Foresters Bring
Tree to Campus

Seven men of the Forestry
spent Sunday morning a week ago in
bringing the large fir tree to the Kirk
wood Memorial Grove on the north
side of the campus
The work, which was begun late
last fall, when the tree was first
ditched, wil be finished some time
this week, when the men will trans
plant the tree. This will be a delicat
job, and all arrangements for th
work have not been worked out a

ARE

Public Invited to Hear Recordings of
Elizabethan Lyrics.

Bear Paws Make
Money on Mixer
Saturday N ight
Honorary Nets Approximately Twenty
Dollars on Dance After Last
Bobcat Game.

Phonograph recordings of lyric j Approximately twenty dollars was
songs written by Elizabethan poets I realized by Bear Paw on their Sat
other than Shakespeare will be pre urday night mixer.
Although the mixer was slow in
sented for public approval Thursday
afternoon at 4 o’clock in a Main hall Istarting, a good-sized crowd finally
classroom, number 203.
gathered in the men’s gym. Eddie
The program is being sponsored by Mertz, four-piece orchestra furnished
the class studying the spirit of the j the music.
Renaissance in English literature unFrank Wilson was in charge of hall
sophomore
der the direction o f. Marian Hobbs, arrangements; John Bills and Sterling I
. has charge
Many of the songs included in this Stapp were in charge of finances and I
group should be of interest to stud- tickets. Kermit Eckley secured the I
ents of art or literature as they are music and Dave Fitzgerald was on the
representative of the period and very chaperon committee. The profits
eh in fine!} written and recorded, accord- from the dance will go towards pay
i dur ing to Rufus Coleman, instructor of j ing for the Bear Paw page in th e!
the class.
Sentinel.

RE FAIRING & FINDINGS

W E MAKE YOUR CLOTHES

A subscription to TH E KAIMIN will
bring the campus and your old undergrad frien d s to you tw ice a week in
w hatever part of the world you may

be. Send in the coupon with $2.50
to the b u s i n e s s office and receive
TH E KAIMIN for three school quarters.

LIKE NEW

Fashion Club Cleaners
DIAL 2661

THE

MONTANA

KAIMIN

Name .................................................. - . ...................................... ......
S t r e e t .................................................. . .

..........................................

If Ton Owned One of Onr

PORTABLES
THAT ASSIGNMENT
Would Become a Pleasure

LISTER TYPEWRITER
SERVICE
Agents of
Corona and Underwood

City ......................................................................................................

State or C o u n ty .................................................................................
This subscription starts September 25, 1931, and expires
June 15. 1932.

